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Here are the more important stories we had this past and upcoming weeks: 

Backflows –As most know, Manatee County residents are required to certify their backflows on a yearly basis. 

The backflow prevention device is the standing C-shaped pipes next to the sidewalk in front of your house. The backflow 

is designed to protect the drinking water from being polluted by contaminated water due to reduced pressure in the 

system. For this reason, Manatee County requires that all homeowners in the County perform a yearly test assuring the 

backflow prevention device is operating properly. As you also may know from the past, the Association will contract with 

a certified and reputable plumbing company to perform this task for you. 

Some residents started receiving notes from Manatee County advising them their inspections are due. However, others 

will start receiving these notes only towards the middle of July. Here is why. The plumbing company that was hired last 

year performed this work over a period of a month or so, i.e. started in early July and concluded the project in August. 

Apparently, as we came to learn this week, the Manatee County cutoff date is set for the middle of the month. This 

means that residents whose backflows’ test results were submitted to Manatee County before July 15 of last year are 

receiving notes advising them their certification test is due within 30 days. Those whose test results were submitted 

after this date will receive notes only in July. Those whose test results were submitted after August 15 will start receiving 

these notes in August.         

Regardless, LakeRidge Falls is in the mix of reviewing two bids by local plumbing companies and a decision will be made 

by no later than early next week. Once chosen, the company that will be awarded the contract will perform the 

certification process within two weeks. This way we will ensure all residents fall on the same due date for next year. 

With this in mind, here are a few things one must know: 

1. When done with the inspection of all backflows, The plumbing company will submit the proper forms with 

Manatee County on behalf of LakeRidge Falls’ homeowners ensuring the proper certification process was 

completed.  

2. Some of Lakeridge Falls’ backflows are the originally installed backflows. Therefore, it should be no surprise if 

the recommendation would be to replace the backflow altogether.  

3. The company will install a tag on each backflow when done. The tag indicates the month the certification took 

place. It also serves as an advertising tool used by most plumbing companies to help residents locate their 

contact information in case an issue ever arises with the backflow. 

4. The members who do NOT pass the certification process will receive a notice from the company stating the 

problem with the backflow. Failing to address the issue will result in the County sending a final notice. 

5. If you receive a notice that your backflow didn’t pass, please be advised that you can use any plumbing 

company recognized by Manatee County to correct the matter. After the matter is fixed, the plumbing company 

you use should submit the proper certification for you with Manatee County. 



Please note that failing or passing a backflow may be a subjective matter. There are some situations that are not clear 

cut and are open for interpretation. This usually happens when wear is discovered in one of the backflow’s elements.  

While one company may feel this wear warrants a repair (i.e. fail certification) another may suggest waiting a little bit 

longer before performing the repair (i.e. pass certification) and vise versa. In these situations, residents might be left 

uneasy, thinking the vendor might have provided them with a false report.  However, please understand that this is not 

the case. 

ARB Guidelines – During last week’s meeting, the Board of Directors accepted a recommendation by the Architectural 

Review Board (ARB) to amend two articles in the ARB Guidelines. Facing a couple of new trends, the ARB decided to 

address the matter sooner rather than later. Therefore, the ARB reviewed these matters and recommended to the 

Board of Directors to adopt these changes to the ARB Guidelines. 

The first issue that arose was landscape/pathway lighting. While roaming the community, it is evident that many 

residents have installed such lighting. After all, installing low voltage or solar landscape lighting is an easy do-it-yourself 

job especially considering the fact they are quite inexpensive. The problem was that a) such light fixtures were installed 

without ARB approval, and b) there was no standard for installing such fixtures. Therefore, the ARB recommended, and 

the Board of Directors approved, the following amended to Article 17: 

“Path lighting may be installed without prior ARB approval. Path lighting of up to 16" in height shall be spaced no 

closer than 4 feet apart and may not be located adjacent to sodded areas.”  

The second issue was sod that is immediately adjacent to screened entryways. The ARB Guidelines provide a policy for 

those who wish to remove the sod adjacent to their screened lanai at the back of the property. If it is to avoid their lanai 

screens from being ripped by the landscapers, to provide an easy egress from their lanais, or to simply enhance their 

landscaping, the guidelines allow residents to remove the sod adjacent to the lanai and install pavers or landscape beds. 

However, the Guidelines were silent on the issue of screened lanais located at the front of the homes. This mainly 

relates to Sandstone Falls Neighborhood, where some homeowners decided to enclose their front entryways. In this 

situation, the strip of grass between the two sidewalks leading to the entryway is adjacent to the enclosed lanai. 

Providing the same options homeowners have for the back of their property, the ARB recommended, and again the 

Board of Directors approved, the following amended to Article 13: 

“Guidelines for Landscaping Front Plots. Owners may remove 18” of sod immediately adjacent to screened 

entryways and replace it with 18” of pavers that match their roof colors as closely as possible. An application to the ARB 

to make this alteration must be submitted by both of the adjoining Homeowners. LakeRidge Falls will not be liable for 

any damage to such pavers by vendors or employees. The maintenance of such pavers is the responsibility of the 

Homeowner.”  

With above in mind, please remember that abiding by LakeRidge Falls’ rules and regulations helps preserve and protect 

the integrity of a quality residential community. Your cooperation is appreciated and best of luck on every future project 

you may have. 

Wall – This is a quick update to let you know that Tamas Pataki is in the mix of painting the wall on the east side of the 

community. As of today, his crew and he finished the section from the emergency gate to the back gate. Weather 

permitting, he is planning on tackling the section south of the back gate starting sometime next week. We hope this 

project will be concluded by the end of August.    

Have a healthy and safe weekend. 



Sincerely, 

Oded Neeman - CAM  

LakeRidge Falls Community Manager  

4200 LakeRidge Blvd.  

Sarasota, FL 34243  

Email: propertymanager@lakeridgefalls.org  

Tel: 941-360-1046  
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